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Navigating 
Parental 
Leave as a 
Senior 
Leader
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Why should this 
talk matter to 
you?
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Take a stock of 
how you are 
feeling…
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… and focus on 
your mental 
mindset…
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… and then 
make a plan!
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Before The Leave
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Before the Leave
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New Parent 🍼
❖ Delegation Checklist

@benbalter’s parental leave doc
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Before the Leave
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New Parent 🍼
❖ Delegation Checklist

Manager ☔
❖ Delegation Checklist

Peers 👥 
❖ Delegation Checklist
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Before the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Performance 

Reviews

Manager ☔ 
❖ Delegation Checklist

Peers 👥 
❖ Delegation Checklist
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Before the Leave
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 New Parent 🍼 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Performance 

Reviews
➢ Self review
➢ Peer 

feedback

Manager ☔
❖ Delegation Checklist

Peers 👥 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Peer Feedback
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Before the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Performance 

Reviews
➢ Self review
➢ Peer reviews
➢ Reviews for 

your directs

Manager ☔
❖ Delegation Checklist

Peers 👥 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Peer 

Review/Feedback
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Before the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Performance 

Reviews
➢ Self review
➢ Peer reviews
➢ Reviews for 

your directs
❖ Communicate 

Contact Preference

Manager ☔ 
❖ Delegation Checklist

Peers 👥 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Peer 

Review/Feedback
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Before the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Performance 

Reviews
➢ Self review
➢ Peer reviews
➢ Reviews for 

your directs
❖ Communicate 

Contact Preference

Manager ☔ 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Start their transition 

plan a few weeks in 
advance

Peers 👥 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Peer 

Review/Feedback
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Before the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Performance 

Reviews
➢ Self review
➢ Peer reviews
➢ Reviews for 

your directs
❖ Communicate 

Contact Preference

Manager ☔ 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Start their transition 

plan a few weeks in 
advance

❖ Plan an e-card or 
gift to show them 
you are thinking of 
them

Peers 👥 
❖ Delegation Checklist
❖ Peer 

Review/Feedback
❖ Let them know they 

will be missed
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During The Leave
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During the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
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During the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Change Diapers
❖ Change more Diapers
❖ Figure out 

breastfeeding
❖ Figure out why isn’t the 

baby sleeping
❖ Figure out why the baby 

is sleeping too much
❖ Constantly worrying 

about is the baby 
gaining weight…

Manager ☔ 
❖ Keep your 1-1 slot and 

add anything 
noteworthy to your 1-1 
doc!
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After The Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Pace yourself
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After the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Pace yourself
❖ Communicate your 

plan for the first few 
weeks back

❖ Let your calendar 
reflect your new 
routine eg: pumping 
slots
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After the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Pace yourself
❖ Communicate your plan 

for the first few weeks 
back

❖ Let your calendar 
reflect your new 
routine eg: pumping 
slots

Manager ☔ Peers 👥 
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After the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Pace yourself
❖ Communicate your plan 

for the first few weeks 
back

❖ Let your calendar 
reflect your new 
routine eg: pumping 
slots

Manager ☔ 
❖ Let them know how 

excited you are to 
have them back!

❖ Consider having a 
re-onboarding 
buddy

Peers 👥 
❖ Let them know how 

excited you are to 
have them back!

❖ Offer to set up a 1-1 
to catch up with 
them
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After the Leave
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New Parent 🍼 
❖ Pace yourself
❖ Communicate your plan 

for the first few weeks 
back

❖ Let your calendar reflect 
your new routine eg: 
pumping slots

❖ Don’t be in a rush to 
claim back your legos. 
Reassess priorities

Manager ☔ 
❖ Let them know how 

excited you are to 
have them back!

❖ Consider having a 
re-onboarding buddy

Peers 👥 
❖ Let them know how 

excited you are to 
have them back!

❖ Offer to set up a 1-1 to 
catch up with them



https://bit.ly/parental-leave-checklist
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Thank you!
We’re hiring - GitHub Actions Runtime EM

@IcchaSethi
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Credits:
- @themomcomics on Instagram for art
- @benbalter for parental leave plan 

screenshot on Slide 7



Thank you!
@IcchaSethi
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How to Use this 
Presentation
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Google Slides
01. Click on the button under the 

presentation preview that says 
"Google Slides".

02. You will get a copy of this document 
on your Google Drive.

03. You will be able to edit, add or delete 
slides.

04. You have to be signed in to your 
Google account.

PowerPoint®
01. Click on the button under the 

presentation preview that says 
"PowerPoint.

02. You will get a .pptx file that you can 
edit in PowerPoint. 

03. Remember to download and install the 
fonts used in this presentation (you’ll 
find the links to the font files needed 
in the Presentation design slide)

Present with ease and wow any 
audience with Canva.
01. Click on the button under the 

presentation preview that says 
"Canva.

02. Customize with text and photos. Add 
elements from the library or upload 
from your drive.

03. Apply page animations and transitions 
to emphasize ideas. 

04. Collaborate in real-time with 
co-presenters to create a powerful 
presentation.

More info at slidescarnival.com/help-use-presentation-template
This template is free to use under Creative Commons Attribution license. 

http://www.slidescarnival.com/help-use-presentation-template
http://www.slidescarnival.com/copyright-and-legal-information
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Write an original 
statement or 
inspiring quote
INCLUDE A CREDIT OR CITATION



Write Your 
Topic or 
Idea
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 
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Add an Agenda Page

Write an agenda here.

Write an agenda here.

Write an agenda here.
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Add a Section Header
With a subtitle
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Elaborate on what you want to discuss. 

Write Your 
Topic or Idea
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Write Your Big 
Topic or Idea
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Elaborate on what you want to discuss



Write Your Topic or Idea

21

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want to discuss. 

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want to discuss. 
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Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 
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Write Your Topic or Idea



11



Write a caption for the photos.
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123,456,789
Elaborate on the featured statistic.
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2 out 5
Elaborate on the featured statistic.

95%
Elaborate on the featured statistic.

123 million
Elaborate on the featured statistic.
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Use these icons and illustrations in 

your Canva Presentation. Happy 

designing! Don't forget to delete 

this page before presenting. 

Resource 
page
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Write Your Topic or Idea

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 
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Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you want 

to discuss. 
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Add a main point

Elaborate on what you 

want to discuss. 

Add a main point

Elaborate on what you 

want to discuss. 

Add a main point

Elaborate on what you 

want to discuss. 

Add a main point

Elaborate on what you 

want to discuss. 

Write your topic or idea
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Thank you!
Write a closing statement or call-to-action here.
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Add a Team Members Page
Elaborate on what you want to discuss. 

 NAME
Title or Position

 NAME
Title or Position

 NAME
Title or Position

 NAME
Title or Position
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Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

Write Your 
Topic or Idea

45

Elaborate on what you want to discuss. 
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Write Your 
Topic or Idea
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Elaborate on what you want to discuss. 



S W O T
STRENGTHS

What are you doing 

well? What sets you 

apart? What are your 

good qualities?

WEAKNESSES

Where do you need to 

improve? Are 

resources adequate? 

What do others do 

better than you?

OPPORTUNITIES

What are your goals? 

Are demands 

shifting? How can it 

be improved?

THREATS

What are the blockers 

you're facing? What 

are factors outside of 

your control?
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Add a Chart Page

Name

Job Title

Name

Job Title
Name

Job Title

Name

Job Title

Name

Job Title

Name

Job Title

Name

Job Title
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Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5Tasks

Write your task here

Write your task here

Write your task here

Write your task here

Write your task here

Write your task here

Write your task here

Write your task here

Add a Gantt Chart Page
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Credits

Special thanks to all the people who made and 
released these awesome resources for free:

• Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
• Photographs by Pexels
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http://www.slidescarnival.com/?utm_source=template
https://www.pexels.com/


Presentation design

This presentation uses the following typographies:

• Titles: Barlow Bold
• Body copy: Barlow Normal

They are free to use and easily available for download on the 
Internet.

You must install them on your computer if you are going to edit this 
presentation in PowerPoint®. 51



Free templates for all your presentation needs

Ready to use, 
professional and 

customizable

100% free for personal 
or commercial use

Blow your audience 
away with attractive 

visuals

For PowerPoint and 
Google Slides

https://www.slidescarnival.com/?utm_source=template

